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Complexity and KO

“not reducing any 
 knowledge object 
 to a single 
 level of description”

→ interdisciplinarity!

Giorgio Parisi,
2021 Nobel Prize for Physics

oggi.it
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Interdisciplinary, sophisticated KOSs

 To express e.g. 
the benefit of a certain dosage of a chemical 
to a certain combination of condition, severity, age and sex,

 a powerful syntax is needed, 
as “the world is not built of triples”...

(Soergel 2021).
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Faceted classifications

 “a way to represent and to organize, 
 in a predictable manner, 
 the increasingly complex content in documents”

(Broughton 2023)
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Faceted classifications

 Too demanding for indexers? 
Too demanding for users?
  (Maniez 1990)
 

 Often not exploited in retrieval interfaces
  (cfr. Haynes in this conference 
   on ISKO STAC Metadata WG)
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Integrative Levels Classification (ILC) dev. vers.
a   forms   
b   quantum fields
c   spacetime
d   particles
e   atoms
f   molecules
g   continuum bodies
h   celestial bodies
i   rocks
j   land
k genes
l   cells
m   organisms
n   populations

o   agency
p   consciousness
q   language
r   production
s   services
t   communities
u   polities
v   legal entities
w   customs
x   creative arts
y   scholarship
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ILC facet kinds

 free: wlge50xb “Easter feasts, through sculpture” ← xb

 parallel: wlge92ff “Easter feasts, typical of Lombardy” ← uUff

 bound: wlge5c “Easter feasts, procession” ← w5c

wlge92ff5c50xb 

“Easter feasts, of Lombardy, procession, through sculpture”
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ILC as SKOS
 0-9 categories as subproperties of skos:related

 facets as subclasses of rdf:Property

 faceted compounds not included
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Need for friendly applications

 Show the potential of freely faceted classification

 by demos on intuitive, popular domains (e.g. movies, fiction...)

 through easy-to-use interfaces

 publicly available on the Internet

imdb.com
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Faceted demonstrator, 2004

Hypermedia 
Research Group, 
University of South Wales
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ILC1-based interface, 2006

* in memory of
  Gianni Pavan
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ILC-3 based interface, 2023

truncation added 
so “Italy” finds 
“Lombardy” and
more facets can
be interposed

                  →
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Results

automatic display
of faceted captions 

← 

sorting by
classmark

↕
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Display of faceted captions

PHP code manages
parsing of classmarks
and display of 
appropriate meanings
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Display of faceted captions
If facet indicator ends by -0 
→ free facet, focus taken from a-z

else, if facet indicator ends by -9 or is just one digit 
→ bound facet, focus taken from main class itself

else
→ parallel facet, focus taken from class specified in schedules
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Very complex subjects

 concepts from different classes: birds, instruments, sculptures…
 which particular themes are relevant? 
                                               http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/tradeu/video.php?cl=wlge%2592f%25

http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/tradeu/video.php?cl=wlge%2592f%25
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Zero-match problem

Many possible combinations
→ likely no match

Instructions to select max 3 facets 

If <2 results,
facets are automatically dropped
(better: generalized)
as a form of query expansion
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Fully faceted classification

 Not the same as “faceted” navigation interfaces
 

 Not the only use of ILC: 
“tag-style” free classification
 is also possible

 Useful for 
specialized subjects
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Future work

 Index more videos

 Write code for subfacets

 Allow expansion by individual facets (automatic or by navigation)

 Online classmark builder based on same algorithm
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Conclusion

Find the right degree of complexity 
you need

   ...Thanks for your attention!

 contact:  ilc@iskoi.org
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